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scientia potentia est
knowledge is power

“the most dangerous worldviews are the worldviews 
of those who have never viewed the world.”

alexander von humboldt

THE PHILOSOPHY
CONVEY KNOWLEDGE IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND & ENTERTAINING WAY
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in one world discovery, a group of modern, very active girls, who call themselves the v-guides, go on an 
adventurous journey around the world in a cool motorhome, the v-mobile. the goal is to discover the 
greatest values of life.

on their road trip, the girls are united by their close friendship and their interest in delving deep into 
the culture and history of the most diverse countries. they want to learn to understand all peoples and 
cultures and thereby discover those values �v for values� that unite all living beings in the world.

their journey will take them through unique places and landscapes. here and there, the girls swap their 
v-mobile for horseback and a tent. or they cross highways on e-shoppers and cities on e-bikes.

everywhere the v-guides mingle with the locals. in doing so, they meet many interesting people, celebrities, 
and people from next door and get to know their stories. from and with them, they learn more about 
local traditions, art, music, cuisine, the most popular sports and leisure activities, of course, nature and 
environmental projects, sights, hidden gems, and countless other values.

despite their friendship and many similarities, the young women also have completely different characters 
and areas of interest. the spectrum ranges from the stunt girl who loves extremes to the technical expert, 
the scientist, the biologist, the photographer, to the political scientist who is particularly enthusiastic 
about social and ethical values. others have fun playing the latest video games, discovering the latest 
fashion trends, making music, cooking local delicacies, and much more.

by the time they returned after a �-year journey, the girls had continually matured into even more 
powerful women, sharing their knowledge and experiences with the world.

SYNOPSIS
THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
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THE ONE (WORLD) PAGER 
THE CROSS-MEDIA SERIES AROUND THE WORLD IN A NUTSHELL

S E R I E S

online: valeur & partner platforms  
print (on demand�: in europe & usa

extent: approx. 1� add. articles per episode
frequency: fortnightly

special: the magazine completes the documentary 
with more reports, interviews, bts, teasers, 

reviews, links to �booking� pages, etc. 

M A G A Z I N E

M U L T I P L I E R S

THE
EDUTAINMENT

SERIES

style mix: tv docu, road movie, mtv�ftv, social media ch.
resolution: �k - �k
frequency: weekly
running time: between �� - �� minutes
platform: disney+ star
language: eng. �voice over: ger, fr, esp, it�
subtitles: ger, it, fr, esp

diaries*: daily reports, talks... �-1� min.
bts: weekly glimpse behind the scenes á 1�-2� min. 
tutorials**: photo�video, nutrition, sports,  
beauty, fashion, style... � per week á �-1� min. 
sweepstakes: film, music, travel, products...
live stream**: interviews, news, moods, events...
platforms: disney, social media, podcasts, special networks*

celebrities: stars arouse attention
brands: intensive content-sharing with partners*

who share selected footage in their networks
universities: tenders to invite locals to take 

part actively create huge awareness�networking
media partner: int. content sharing, exclusive shoots� 

reports, interviews... in print, online and tv media

S O C I A L  M E D I A
  * from day 1 of production
** appropriate to topics and events.
*** e.g. video, fashion, travel...

* from different industries, like 
entertainment, fashion, technology 
-> teaser for different target-groups
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DIVERSITY & FREEDOMDIVERSITY & FREEDOM

VALUES

HISTORY

VALUES

HISTORY

DIVERSITY & FREEDOMDIVERSITY & FREEDOM

THE MAIN CONTENT
WHAT IS THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY ABOUT?
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MESOPOTAMIA, EGYPT, GREECE, ROME, AND THE UNITED KINGDOM. OF COURSE, THE UK BELONGS TO THE 
LIST OF NOBLE COUNTRIES THAT HAVE SHAPED THE WORLD'S HISTORY. THE UK HAS ALSO SHAPED EUROPE'S 
FACE AS WE KNOW IT TODAY. BESIDES TRADE AND KNOWLEDGE, THE COUNTRY SPAWNED COUNTLESS 
MUSIC STYLES, FILMS, ART, FASHION, AND HUMOR WE ALL LOVE. AND, OF COURSE, THE UK OFFERS 
NUMEROUS STUNNING LOCATIONS THAT EVERYONE SHOULD VISIT AT LEAST ONCE IN THEIR LIFETIME.

28 WEEKS UNITED KINGDOM
TWENTY EIGHT EPISODES PLUS SPECIALS & CROSS-MEDIA COVERAGE
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episode iv: taysideepisode i & ii: the highlands

episode v: borders �west�

episode iii: grampian

special: glasgow

episode vi: dumfries & galloway

episode vii: borders �east�

7 WEEKS SCOTLAND
FROM THE HIGHLANDS TO EDINBURGH
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on their journey through scotland, the v-guides take part in the highland games and immerse deep into the country's history. they learn 
a lot about the clans and the meaning of the patterns of their kilts. moreover, the girls learn why the original water of life, whisky, can 
only be found in scotland. of course, they will taste the national dish, haggis, and open up to the country's culture and even its mysticism. 
so, probably, they may even meet scotland's national animal, the unicorn. but, above all, the v-guides discover the warmth of the locals. 
they show the girls all the hidden gems that are waiting to be discovered in scotland.

EDINBURGH SPECIAL
"SEVEN DAYS EDINBURGH" (SEVEN SHORT EPISODES)
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episode iii: derry�londonderryepisode i: fermanagh

episode iv: antrim

episode ii: tyrone

episode vi: downepisode v: armagh 

7 WEEKS NORTHERN IRELAND
FROM THE LAKES, RIVERS, AND GREEN FIELDS TO BELFAST
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on their journey - and over a guinness or irish whiskey in one of the many cozy pubs on the island - the v-guides learn everything about the celts 
and st. patrick. in the pubs they can also experience gaelic football. of course, the girls immediately visit one of the stadiums to see the spectacle 
live. besides, they also experience rugby and horse racing. in the woods, the girls collect shamrocks and search for the legendary goblin lepre-
chaun. along the atlantic coast, on the ring of kerry derrynane, they enjoy the picturesque panoramic view and follow in the footsteps of james 
joyce, oscar wilde, and george bernard shaw. on the many golf courses, the girls are finally learning how to put the ball properly. after the 
girls have fortified themselves with guinness pie, irish stew or shepard's pie, the evenings get going with local dances and folklore in the pubs.

BELFAST
"SEVEN DAYS BELFAST" (SEVEN SHORT EPISODES)
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episode vii: south glamoran

episode iii: powys.episode i: gwynedd.

episode v: w�m glamorgan

episode ii: clwyd.

episode iv: dyfed.

episode vi: gwent.

7 WEEKS WALES
FROM THE NUMEROUS HILLS AND CASTLES TO CARDIFF
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the v-guides scale mount snowdon, discover the brecon 
beacons national park and stroll the boardwalks in 
resort towns such as llandudno, where they also 
sample the national dish, welsh rarebit. at the weekly 
market in swansea, the girls experience the allure of 
welsh cuisine and take a selfie in the village with the 
second longest name in the world. in portmeirion, they 
enjoy italian flair, and in the principality stadium, one 
of the rugby games, a boxing match, or a concert. in 
the castle quarter, royal arcade, and the central 
market, the girls go shopping before they go 
on a relaxed bike tour along the taff and an 
exciting rafting tour through white water. of 
course, as everywhere else, there are many visits 
to the museums and galleries on the program, 
and much more.

CARDIFF
"SEVEN DAYS CARDIFF" (SEVEN SHORT EPISODES)
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episode iii: from sheffield to liverpoolepisode i: bristol & the south

episode v: through the north

episode i: from southampton to birmingham

episode iv: manchester

episode vi: from york to cambridge

episode vii: from brighton to london

7 WEEKS ENGLAND
FROM BRISTOL TO LONDON
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of course, in england, the v-guides immerse again into the country's fascinating history. from the henges and celts to arthur, merlin, and avalon. 
from the province of britannia to the angles, saxons, and vikings. from the shires, alfred the great, the tudors, and elizabeth i., to the modern 
royals, the house of parliament, and the modern democracy. from folk to punk, heavy metal, and britpop. from science and literature to haute 
cuisine and english breakfast. from rugby, football, and cricket to golf, polo, darts, curling, squash, boxing, snooker, and badminton. from 
alfred hitchcock to tom hiddleston, colin firth, tom holland to maggie smith, judi dench, emily blunt, and many others. the v-guides absorb the 
history and present of england to the fullest. therefore, history wrapped into sophisticated storytelling has never been as exciting for a young 
audience as the voyage of discovery of the v-guides.

LONDON
"SEVEN DAYS LONDON" (SEVEN SHORT EPISODES)
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THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
THE CROSS-MEDIA EDUTAINMENT IN SUMMARY

THE FORMAT
THE GENRE MIX
AND THE CROSS-MEDIA-

COVERAGE
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THE FORMAT
7 EPISODES PER SEASON

every country, state or region is presented in the format "7 WEEKS...". big cities or 
attractions like disney world will be presented in the format "7 DAYS..." or additional SPECIALS.

therefore, 1 EPISODE represents 1 WEEK or 1 DAY
in the v-guide's travel diary.

over the course of a day or week, the v-guides discover the local 
HISTORY, CULTURE, ART, NATURE, TRADITIONS, CUISINE, MUSIC, ATTRACTIONS, DIVERSITY,  

SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, LOCAL PEOPLE, and many, many other values.

WHO KNOWS A PLACE BETTER THAN LOCALS? 
thus, the v-guides meet friends* everywhere from whom they learn a lot about

 THE LOCAL VALUES.

all reports, partners, interviews, etc. will be wrapped into an 
AUTHENTIC, EYE-CATCHING, AND ENTERTAINING STORYTELLING. 

*see page 32 to learn more about the friends & guests
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TO ENTERTAIN THE AUDIENCE AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL AND PRESENT EDUCATIONAL CONTENT 
CONTEMPORANEOUSLY, THE OWD UNITES SEVERAL GENRES INTO A UNIQUE FORMAT.

documentary: sophisticated and educational reports about values like history, culture, traditions, art, nature, cuisine, people...
road movie: each v-guide stands for a special character, from the adventurer to the artist, action girl or technician. 
            an eye-catching and entertaining main story, including cliffhangers, develops around these personalities.
'mtv' & 'ftv' �talkshow�: emotional and intimate talks with stars about music, film, fashion & lifestyle trends, even e-sports, etc.
social media: the v-guides invite the audience to take part in the discovery actively. 

DOCUMENTARY
informative

ROAD MOVIE
storytelling

'MTV'
entertaining

'FASHION TV'
trendy 

SOCIAL MEDIA
authentic

THE GENRE MIX
A CONTEMPORARY AND POWERFUL BLEND OF STYLES & TOPICS
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THANKS TO THE MODERN NETWORKS, WE CREATE COMPREHENSIVE, HIGH-QUALITY 
CROSS-MEDIA CONTENT IN ADDITION TO THE SERIES. THE PUBLICATION INTERVALS ARE :

diaries: the v-guides provide insights into their daily program and behind the scenes. learn more on page ��.
podcast: every day another v-guide provides a deeper insigt into her life and experiences, passions, hobbies...
editorials: each episode is supplemented by accompanying reports of the one world magazine. they continue the stories extensively 
through great reports. moreover, they link to the respective partner pages and services.
media partners �pr�: special content can be shared with more than ��� related partners from tv, print, online, events...  

FILM SERIES
weekly

DIARIES
daily 2-�x

PODCASTS
daily 1-�x

EDITORIALS
1-2 days 

MEDIA PARTNERS
flexible

THE CROSS MEDIA COVERAGE
EYE-CATCHING · INFORMATIVE · ENTERTAINING · EMOTIONAL · CLOSE TO THE AUDIENCE
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itinarary, interviews, appointments... of course, it's crucial to 
prepare such a massive production carefully and meticulously in 
detail. stories must be researched and written, and partners and 
agencies must be contacted and involved.

50 : 50
howsoever, people all over the world long for authenticity, the 
imperfect, the human. this makes films and stories accessible and 
understandable for everyone. more than that, they create trust, 
emotions, and thus a close bond with the audience�

tom cruise changed cinema. to ensure maximum authenticity, the superstar expects his team to subject themselves to g-forces in real 
fighter jets. the v-guides also face great challenges. because the stories of one world discovery are only ��� scripted. the rest is left to 
chance and spontaneity. this makes it possible to be inspired by people and events onsite, be led by them, and respond to them appropriately. 

moreover, just in that way, the v-guides will even discover real hidden places and challenges.

KEEP BALANCE
IN FOCUS: AN AUTHENTIC ADVENTURE
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THE 7 HOSTS
SEVEN OUTSTANDING PERSONALITIES

THE V-GUIDES 
& THEIR MOTORHOME
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THE V-GUIDES
IMPRESS VS. INFLUENCE

the � hosts of the one world discovery aren't only beautiful reporters, actresses and models but impressive and outstanding personalities. 
they are true role models. everyone has her own style, interests, and talents. therefore, they inspire all target groups, regardless of age, 
gender or origin. besides, they are real adventurers and activists, who are truly interested in the values of our world. with their charm, 
they convey even the most demanding topics in an easily understandable and cheerful way, while they provide excitement and entertainment 
with their stories and activities. so, it's time to follow the v-guides on THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY.

learn more about the 
v-guides on the next pages.
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GRETA there are many beautiful, talented
women to see on the screen, in studios, on stages, and on the internet.
but there is only one greta. the italian woman is not only stunningly beautiful 
and exceptionally talented. morover, greta is a person with heart and soul. human 
values such as humility, honesty, sincerity, and friendship have great importance to 
her. rarely you will meet such an open-minded, versatile interested personality, who is 
facing the challenge to start a modern adventure by going on a discovery around the globe in order to 
share the values of our world with people everywhere.

GRETA
THE ACTIVIST

CORE THEMES

CULTURE
SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

FILM
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PATRICIA
THE ADVENTURER

PATRICIA'S countenance resembles that of an ancient goddess. if 
she were one, she might be athena pallas. because she is 

adventurous and faces any challenge. besides, she is incredibly smart and loyal. however, maybe 
she would be aphrodite. because with her magical sensuality, she makes everyone's hearts beat faster. or, maybe she 
would be circe. because with her smile, patricia charms everyone from the first moment. she could also be a nymph 
because she loves the water and masters it on her surfboard. in any case, she is a modern muse who inspires the 

group of v-guides with her love of adventure. in all of this, patricia is particularly characterized by her down-
to-earthiness and simplicity. she loves high heels but prefers to walk barefoot through the sand or across the 

grass and she likes to travel from place to place in her van.
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INES
THE TECHNIQUE EXPERT

INES is not only a fascinating french beauty, she has already successfully 
completed her studies in management of information systems and 

marketing management. as a successful model, ines has already seen a lot of 
the world. wherever she goes, ines loves to immerse herself in real life but 
also in virtual realities. because, the bauty really loves to test the newest 
computer and console games.
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KARINA
THE ARTIST

actually, it's hard to imagine, and yet there is something that outshines 
the beauty of the young woman from warsaw. it's her unique sense of humor. 

KARINA is always in a good mood. howsoever, besides all her happiness, of 
course, serious issues are very important to her. karina loves not only fashion but any kind 

of art, design or handicrafts. in addition, she faces her fears to master the challenges of an adventurous 
journey. therefore, she doesn't shy away from extreme sporting activities such as a free fall or learning 
completely new daily things that are useful for the group of v-guides.
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COMING SOON
THE FUTURE TALENTS

DIVERSITY is one of the greatest values. It also fundamentally shapes one 
world discovery and the v-guides. we are currently scouting many 

great talents who will enrich the team in the near future. they will represent each of the

FIVE CONTINENTS as well asALL SEXUALITY AND 
GENDER IDENTITIES.
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THE MULTIPLIERS
 SOCIAL MEDIA +++ CONTENT SHARING +++ PRODUCT PLACEMENTS

THE V-GUIDES are not only THE HOSTS of the one world discovery
and role models who inspire the young as well as the old through

     their AUTHENTICITY, SPIRIT, AND NATURALNESS. 
they are also very strong

 NETWORKERS   

in addition, they appear in 
take on GUEST ROLES IN FILMS, LEAD THROUGH
LIVE EVENTS like competitions,           MEET CELEBRITIES, 

and present
 EYE-CATCHING, FASHION, BEAUTY, 

LIFESTYLE, COOKING, GAME, FILMMAKING, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, TOURISM & SOCIAL TUTORIALS*,

and much more. therefore, the v-guides are the 

NO. 1 MULTIPLIERS of the one world
                                                                          discovery� 

TV, TALK & FASHION SHOWS, 

who inform the public about the stages 
of the expedition on social media.

awards, tradeshows...

*video, podcast, editorials
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sample model

THE V-MOBILE
REACHES HIDDEN GEMS & THE MOST DIVERSE TARGET-GROUPS

REMEMBER FILM & TV CLASSICS
james bond & the aston martins, 
miami vice which let people dream of the ferrari daytona spyder ��� gts,
knight rider where a pontiac trans am played a supporting role,
magnum p.i. who introduced the ferrari ��� gts worldwide,
the fall guy who made the gmc sierra grande popular,
blues brothers & their 1��� dodge monaco sedan,
ghostbusters & their ecto-1, 1��� cadillac, 
back to the future that not only introduced the toyota hilux pick-up 
but made the unique 1��1 delorean dmc-12 an immortal cult...

the connection between the v-guides and their motorhome will 
be just as intimate and special. because with this, they not only 
discover our one world, but they also use it as a STAGE for...

empowered women: the v-guides show the men how to do it and drive even the biggest vehicles safely and with a lot of fun.
interviews: the v-guides welcome superstars and people from next door indoors and outdoors. during cooking, enjoying a barbecue, or just 
relaxing, they have authentic, in-depth, cheerful, and - most of all - emotional, intimate and friendly talks* far away from a boulevard level.
lifestyle tutorials: in- and outdoors, the girls show how they film and edit their videos and photos. furthermore, they show beauty and wellness 
tips, cook together with their friedns, do sports and have fun while playing games.
 
*regardubg closeness compareable to james corden's carpool karaoke

LET'S



THE V-MOBILE
THE PERFECT STAGE FOR EMPOWERED MODERN WOMEN

remember the ��'s documentary

101 by depeche mode.
a group of fans follows 

their idols on their tour through 
the united states in a huge motorhome. 
it's an entertaining coach trip, which starts with events 
in small towns and ends with the grand concert in the 
rose bowl in pasadena. watch a scene here

now, more than �� years later, the cheerful

V-GUIDES overtake action. but the girls aren't 
only discovering the states in their 

cozy motorhome. as embassadors of the one world 
and their beloved, eye-catching motorhome �partner�, 
they visit CONCERTS, AWARDS, SHOWS, FESTIVALS, 
AS WELL AS TRADITIONAL, CULTURAL, SPORTIVE, and 
ENTERTAINING SITES and EVENTS. furthermore, they 
take part in TRADESHOWS �rv, tourism, technology, 
beauty, fashion, eco...) and cool COMPETITIONS like 
the comic-con, etc. 

the owd isn't another documen-
tary, docu-reality, sitcom, or 
soap opera� the rv's stylish yet 
cozy interior creates a warm 
and creative atmosphere. thus, 
it's the perfect venue to invite 
the audience to take part in the 
real life of the v-guides.

the v-guides stop their 
mobile where ever they 
see exciting places. they 
even DISCOVER THE REMOTEST PLACES. where the streets are impassable, they take their 
bikes or walk. in the evening, they have fun with local people and artists while JAMMING SIT-
TING AROUND THE COZY BONFIRE.

read more 
about the 
many product-
placement 
options on  
page �0.  

https://youtu.be/2w3ADYwRRdw
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THE OWD UNIVERSE
THE GUESTS

THE 'G-GUIDES' 
& THE OWDU

(ONE WORLD DISCOVERY UNIVERSE)
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on their discovery, the v-guides meet students, people from next 
door and heroines of the everyday life. besides, the hosts also meet 
great actors, musicians, artists, designers, athletes, and many other 
celebrities in their hometowns. 

all of them show their city and country to the v-guides. furthermore, 
they tell the explorers more about culture and history. together 
they discover the popular places of each area as well as its hidden 
gems. therefore, the v-guides will get �and present� a personal, and, 
thus, emotional insight into a city and country's heart and soul.

international movie and music stars like ryan reynolds, katy 
perry, keanu reeves, robert downey jr., john landau, brian 
cox, rosanna arquette, will smith, clark spencer, and peter 
del vecho have always been very delighted with our in-depth, 
respectful, and creative questions or talks. see all references 
on our website. 

from a snack bar operator to the chef of a star restaurant, from the blue man group to the dancers, costume makers, or 
choreographers of a world class revue theater, from a real lord of a castle to everyday heroes, workers and zookeepers, 
the v-guides already have met a variety of fascinating personalities during their first steps �teaser productions�.

excerpt from
previous pc & 
interviews.

THE GUESTS
THE TALK SHOW PART
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THE G-GUIDES
ENTERTAINING POPULAR GUEST STARS*

(IDEAS FOR ONE EPISODE OR A COMPLETE SEASON)

SOPHY LLOYD is a highly 
talented, gorgeous guitar player.
youtube: �1� k �≈ �m per viewers�
instagram: ��� k

JOSH YEO is a filmmaker, who 
became famous for his entertaining 

camera and gimbal tutorials.
youtube: ��� k 

instagram: �1 k

JULIUS DEIN  is known for 
his amazing street magic.
instagram: �,� m
youtube: �11 k 

ANNA LOUISE is a gorgous 
youtube star, trying out the newest 
bikini and lingerie collections.
youtube: 1�2 k �≈ 2m viewers�
instagram: ��� k ZACH KING is a modern (video) 

illusionist. he is known for his 
"magic vines", which he presents in 
an outstanding and charming way. 
youtube: �,11 m �≈ �� m viewers�
instagram: 2�,1 m

*current examples�ideas�

AMANDA CERNY
the popular vlogger and 
actress presents on 
instagram "your daily 
dose of happiness". 
she is also an activist, 
and un-ambassador.
youtube: 2,� m
instagram: 2�,� m  

https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/mimi/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/mimi/
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how to manage to inspire the active, younger generation, spark 
their interest and capture their attention over the long term? 
through tension, of course! through good stories and quality 
content. indeed. through unique personalities in front of the 
camera. as well! nevertheless, even with the highest possible 
quality, the attention of the smartphone generation quickly 
wanes when the content has to be consumed passively.

therefore, actively involving the audience is one of the main 
goals of the one world discovery. the streaming series invites its 
audience to actively participate in what is happening. through this 
integration, viewers become temporary writers, filmmakers, and 
even v-guides for a while.

much more, this approach offers enormous potential for massive 
multiplier networking. pupils and students from local universities, 
academies, schools, and other educational institutions are invited 
to actively participate in storytelling in front of and behind the 
camera. in that way, they can tell their own stories, perform their 
songs or introduce their projects, and much more.

MODERN MULTI-MEDIA INTERACTION 

SPECIAL GUEST GUIDES
THE AUDIENCE TAKES ON A SUPPORTING ROLE
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over 2� years, we have established a 
network that enables us to meet with 
the creme de la creme in the entertain-
ment business. for the us-seasons we 
planned to talk with (excerpt�:

THE CELEBRITIES
INTERVIEW PLAN FOR 2023 - 2025
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the v-guides even visit premieres and events. of course, they also 
watch new home entertainment releases and check the latest music 
charts. wherever possible, they meet international superstars who 
they invite to an intimate chat and funny jam session while having a 
barbecue or enjoying other chilled activities. everywhere, they meet 
daughters and sons of the cities and provinces, from famous people 

to interesting people next door.

THE OWDU
GREETINGS FROM MARVEL: THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY UNIVERSE
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one world, the final frontier - this is the disovery of the v-guides - their five year mission - to explore wonderful new 
worlds - to seek out strange cultures - and new civilizations...

SOCIAL MEDIA

ok, ok� the unique adventurers are not �yet� traveling into space. 
they're not part of captain kirk's crew either. instead of the enterprise, they discover the world with their great motorhome.

nevertheless, the v-guides also exceed the 
frontiers of the known. they unite all media 
platforms and cause a world-changing 

BIG BANG IN THE 
MEDIA BUSINESS.

FASHION & 
LIFESTYLE

TECHNOLOGY
DESIGN

PHOTO & VIDEO

ENTERTAINMENT

GAMING

CAMPING

TRAVEL

BEAUTY

HEALTH

SMART TECH

ONLINE social networking is not 
enough for the v-guides� they share 
their experiences on LIVE STREAM 
PLATFORMS, in PROFESSIONAL and HOBBY 
FORUMS, and on the pages of renowned 
SPECIALIST MEDIA. 

PRINT & TV the adventurers share their findings with 
SPECIALIST MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, the DAILY PRESS, and even 
with the relevant TV CHANNELS!

EVENTS the beautiful travelers are also 
MODELS AND BRAND AMBASSADORS. therefore, they 
appear at FASHION WEEKS, TRADE SHOWS, CONVEN-
TIONS, AWARD CEREMONIES, etc. to support their 
partners and friends and to cause a stir.

CULTURE

THE CROSS MEDIA UNIVERSE
THE V-GUIDES EXPLORE ALL SYSTEMS 
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THE STORYTELLING
EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINING

FOLLOW 
THE V-GUIDES 

THROUGH THE(IR) WORLD
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it's a matter of fact, the modern audience is very demanding. the people 
want to be entertained and, in equal measure, informed in an easy-to-
understand way. emotions play a crucial role. the viewers want to 
experience a contrast to the daily news. therfore, they expect positive, 
energetic and motivating content. however, the most importants aspects 
at all are authenticity and fun. 

the one world discovery offers an entertaining mix of highly challenging 
topics presented as an exciting and eye-catching road movie. please 
find here � storyboards. they are sketches at that stage. but they 
exemplify how the owd merges a chain of islands �florida keys�, a state 
�florida�, and a unique attraction �disney world� into an exciting story. 
just click on the images to read the storyboards.

wow, seven episodes about an island chain or single attraction� sounds 
massive� and it is� however, the magic comes exactly from the detail and 
the intense regularity with which the content is published. 

although each new episode builds on the previous one, it stands on its 
own in terms of the story. so, even viewers who do not follow the series 
regularly can follow the course of the action. besides, daily posts on 
social media create a loyal fanbase and attract their attention.

A COMPLEX STORY(TELLING)
3 EXEMPLARY STORYBOARDS

https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/usa/FloridaStoryboard.pdf
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/usa/Disney_Special.pdf
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CLICK THE IMAGE TO WATCH THE TRAILER 

complex and consequently, the storytelling follows a logical route. it authentically connects all destinations. 
the trailer on the left shows just one option of the itinerary in the usa. the additional tour concept on the 
right side goes into more detail. it already offers short stories for each state. 

AUTHENTICITY ALSO INCLUDES THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE OF THE OWD

florida - georgia - alabama - mississippi - louisiana - arkansas - tennessee - south & north carolina - virginia - washington d.c.  
delaware - maryland - new jersey - new york city - connecticut - rhode island - massachusetts - vermont - new hampshire 
maine - canada's east - new york - pennsylvania - west virginia - ohio - michigan - indiana - kentucky - missouri illinois - 
wisconsin - minnesota - iowa - nebraska - south & north dakota - montana - wyoming idaho - oregon - washington - vancouver 
alaska - hawaii - north california - nevada - utah colorado - kansas - oklahoma - texas - new mexico - arizona - l.a. - south ca. 

THE ITINERARY! 

A TRUE ROAD TRIP
FOLLOWING AN AUTHENTIC ITINERARY - EXAMPLE: USA

CHECK THE US DISCOVERY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJC2X2b5QxY
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/disney/OWD-USA_2022_itinerary
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/disney/OWD-USA_2022_itinerary
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/disney/OWD-USA_2022_itinerary
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in connection with lifestyle tutorials, they also offer the 
opportunity to present partners in even more detail, exclusively, and 
to follow a fixed topic program as a supplement to current events. 

in the first instance, the daily diaries ensure intensive viewer loyalty. 
they are also massive teasers for one world discovery. 

in addition to the actual teasers, the daily thematic program of 
the diaries looks like this:

monday: action & fitness 
tuesday: gaming & editing 
wednesday: nutrition & health 
thursday: film & music 
friday: beauty & fun 
saturday: styling & fashion 
sunday: filming & photo

the usp is that all tutorials are also presented as stories in the language of modern women. 
for example, technology becomes a lifestyle element that is not about technical terminology. 
but it's about the authentic presentation of the special features of the products, e.g. design, 
perfect for video or photo editing, great sound and screen for disney+, etc.

THE DIARIES
THE DAILY THEME PROGRAM

https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/usa/Disney_Special.pdf
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT
THE SERIES OF OPPORTUNITIES

STORYTELLING
VS. 

ADVERTISING
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT  
RETURN TO VALUES

the owd can't be compared with other productions, 
because it isn't following any current standards, especially 
not those, which will be outdated sooner or later. on the 
contrary, the owd always wants to develop further and 
reinvent itself continuously.

furthermore, the v-guides do not want to influence others. 
instead, they want to be impressed by exciting topics and 
people. thereby, the aim is to share these impressions with 
the international audience through lifestyle stories as 
described before. 

in this sophisticated context, the owd integrates products, 
brands, and services in an authentic way to make them a 
real part of the story. 

learn more about the exciting options on the next pages.

BBBBARGAINS, BODIES & BORING
PRODUCT-PRESENTATIONS... IT'S TIME TO USE THE 

TRUE POWER OF MEDIA
TO SPREAD REAL VALUES
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within the discovery, themes such as 

LIFESTYLE, BEAUTY, FITNESS, ART, 
MUSIC, FILM, TECHNOLOGY... 
build a creative and commercial platform for an 

ENTERTAINING YET EDUCATIONAL,
IMPRESSIVE, and - in the best case -

WORLD-CHANGING 
but in any way, authentic docu-reality with

   WEEKLY EPISODES & REVIEWS      AND DAILY DIARIES & NEWS.

FASHION,

THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT
MODERN STORYTELLING EXCHANGES CONVENTIONAL ADVERTISING
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TUTORIALS, HAULS, TESTS, 
REVIEWS, etc., are great� they allow us to learn 

a lot about a product or brand in a 
short time. but, above all, they are addressed to all who 
look for the respective information directly. in contrast,

THE V-GUIDES SHOW PRODUCTS
AND MANY SERVICES IN ACTION, 
INTEGRATED INTO ENTERTAINING 
STORYTELLING. spread over episodes, the 

different features - including 
complex ones that require explanation - are presented 
exclusively and step by step across target groups - easy to 
understand, entertainingly, and very informative.

STORYTELLING MEETS TUTORIAL
SPREAD OVER EPISODES, THE V-GUIDES SHOW ALL FEATURES IN REAL USE 
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it's no wonder. seven different girls have a lot in common. 
but, of course, they also have many different styles, tastes, opinions, and hobbies. therefore, 

EACH V-GUIDE SATISFIES A SPECIFIC TARGET GROUP. 
moreover, together, they are a new big bang. through their incredible dynamics,

 THEY OPEN UP A NEW MARKETING UNIVERSE.

SATURDAY
styling & fashion

SUNDAY
filming & photo

MONDAY
action & fitness

TUESDAY
games & editing

WEDNESDAY
nutrition & health

THURSDAY
film & music

FRIDAY
beauty & fun

7 GIRLS - 7+ STYLES - 7+ THEMES
ENDLESS CROSS-TARGET GROUP OPTIONS
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SATURDAY of course, the girls go to the 
party in top styles. the entire motorhome 
becomes a catwalk and showroom from 
which the v-guides share their styling tips 
with the public.

SUNDAY, they take time to edit their pic-
tures and videos from the last few days. 
while two make themselves comfortable in 
bed, the others edit the footage at the table, 
relaxed on the floor or in the lounge.
 

MONDAY when the weather is good 
outdoors or in bad weather in the rv - the 
girls do some-thing for their body and 
soul. here, they take turns showing their 
fitness tips.

WEDNESDAY is dedicated to the kitchen and grill. 
local dishes are cooked or fried together with prominent 
guests. while having relaxed talkes and jam sessions, the 
delicities are enjoyed in a relaxed manner in the rv or in 
front of the coach. 

THURSDAY, is film day. the latest movies come to the 
cinema or are available for home entertainment. the 
girls present their reviews from the rv, and show movie 
scenes on large displays. they invite movie stars and film 
staff over to talk about their latest projects. 

FRIDAY is beauty time. again, the v-guides transform 
the motorhome into a beauty mobile, from which they 
present the latest beauty and styling tips before heading 
to a restaurant for dinner, a hip bar for having fun, or a 
club to dance all night long.

TUESDAY is game day. it's gambled what the 
computers or consoles allow. whether on the 
notebook or the big screen, the rv becomes an 
arcade at the highest level, including live streams 
on twitch & co.

every day, the v-guides not only show valuable tips 
entertainingly but also present the best pieces from the 
respective product areas in action authentically.

THE REGULAR PROGRAM
DAILY MAIN TOPICS AND ADDITIONAL STORIES
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PRODUCT PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
WITHIN THE STORYTELLING

the v-guides... presented topic � area � part style of the v-guides

arrive and check in house, lobby�foyer, reception, team urban, casual, travel looks

move into the room the first attributes of the suite�room change of clothes �city, sportive ...�

go to town� on excursion architecture, service, team, specials city, boho-chic, sportive, trekking...

return & refresh themselves room & bath special wellness, beauty, sensual ...

have dinner�enjoy evening restaurant, bar, talk with chef & staff chic, classy, seductive elegant

sunset terrace � pool � bar ... chic, swimwear ...

going to sleep room, bath, bed, comfort ... pajamas, lingerie ...

awaking bed, comfort, bath wellness, beauty, lingerie, pajamas

fitness gym � pool ... sportive, swimwear, wellness ...

breakfast restaurant, talk with manager... casual

departure foyer, house travel looks

example for a hotel integration - how the house becomes a part of the story 
�adaptable to all product and service areas�

images: grand hyatt story

therefore, the hotel will be an active and authentic part of the storytelling. it will be presented in many 
different eye-catching styles to show its facets and arouse the attention of the most diverse target groups.
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NEW YORK & BACK TO THE FUTURE
the v-guides run through new york's central park:
 ◦  presentation of the place, its history, people, specials...
 ◦  integration of a contemporary smartwatch
 ◦  bridge to the first 'smartwatch' by casio: 'the calculator watch' 
 ◦  bridge to 'back to the future' �where the original watch was seen first time�
 ◦  bridge to michael j. fox: interview about the past, present and future
 ◦  bridge to the m.j.f. parkinson foundation incl. visit and interviews 
back in town
 ◦ visit to the film academy: interviews with young talents 
 ◦ visit to productions �theater, film, video - behind the scenes…�
the day ends in one of the nicest movie theaters of the city and, hereafter, with a nice 
dinner with an interesting representative of the city.
 

TECHNOLOGY, LIFESTYLE, WELLNESS, HEALTH, FASHION, ENTERTAINMENT, ART, 
SERIOUS ISSUES, HOLLYWOOD, CELEBRITIES, SOCIAL PROJECTS, AND MUCH MORE 
WILL BE COMBINED TO COMPLEX, INFORMATIVE, AND ENTERTAINING STORIES.
always - as long as it matches authentically with the content - the features of the products, as well as 
extensive brand stories, will be presented, including interviews and additional information.

THE STORIES & INTEGRATION
ANOTHER BRIEF STORY EXAMPLE OF A DAY IN NEW YORK
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THE ADDITIONAL CONTENT
MAKING OF +++ BEHIND THE SCENES +++ LIFESTYLE TUTORIALS

people love funny videos. they also want to learn more about the things behind a story. every episode and issue will be supplemented 
by hilarious outtakes, interesting behind the scenes and making of reports, and educational tutorials. these entertaining tutorials 
will be presented in a simple language. therefore, they will be easy to understand, and accessible for a big target group.
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THE HARD FACTS
IT GETS SERIOUS

THE COVERAGE
THE KEY FACTS
THE TEAM & REFERENCES

CONTACTS
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BEGIN MAIN STORY 
october 2�22

BEGIN SIDE-STORIES & DIARIES (TEASER) 
september 2�22

1ST SEASON: 7 WEEKS FLORIDA
� episodes + specials

START & DURATION INTERVAL & COVERAGE

DAILY 
vlog's, news, diaries, hauls, tutorials... 

WEEKLY 
episodes, bts, making of.., sweepstakes... 

FORTNIGHTLY
magazines, reviews...

REGULAR QUALITY CONTENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
entertaining and informative quality content is placed on 
the most popular online platforms every day.

THE MULTIPLIERS due to their attractiveness and 
versatility, the v-guides are the strongest cross-media 
multipliers. they are the basis of our multi-channel 
marketing.

PHOTO & VIDEO PLATFORMS 
the v-guides present experience reports,
images, tutorials, reviews, and more on 
commercial platforms and communities.

IMAGE & MEDIA AGENCIES 
selected images and reports are completely 
or partially offered to international agencies 
and stock channels for further distribution.

*MEDIA PARTNERS (TV, PRINT, ONLINE) pictures and reports are 
shared �partially exclusively� with relevant consumer and specialist media 
& blogs from the fields of fashion & lifestyle, travel & tourism, science & 
education, technology, mobility, entertainment, art and much more.

MORE THAN 500 MEDIA NETWORKING PARTNERS IN TOTAL!!!

THE COVERAGE
TIMING & DATES
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THE TARGET GROUP
DEMOGRAPHICS AND SOCIOGRAPHICAL OVERVIEW

IN GENERAL THE AUDIENCE
 
◦ is based on topics and thirsty for knowledge
◦ attaches great importance to quality 
◦ is willing to take time and spend money for values

GENDER & AGE GROUP

the main content is addressed to all genders. however, 
special themes like fashion and lifestyle mainly arouse 
the interest of the age group between 1�-��. 

EDUCATION, JOB & CHARACTER                                      

◦ higher education �completed or in progress�
◦ seek�have top-jobs; hence, expect deep information
◦ cosmopolitans, interested in all cultures & values

WATCHING & READING BEHAVIOR

◦ highly internet-savvy, 
◦ expect to stream content daily, but
◦ attach value to an authentic & sophisticated content 

MAIN EXPECTATIONS

because of their busy lives, the audience expects to 
get profound information, presented in an entertain-

ing and comprehensible way with a positive message.

USAGE BEHAVIOR OF CROSS-MEDIA & DEVICES

◦ expects daily news on mobile devices
◦ takes time for profound content by streaming on tv, 

or watching and reading it on tablet or notebook
 

PERCEPTION OF ADVERTISING

◦ they don't like�accept interruptions through ads
◦ accept product-placements within stories as long as 

they are authentic and relevant

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

◦ shares favorite contents
◦ expects a platform for comments and critic

 ◦ expects to take part actively in the storytelling 
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THE AGE GROUP
AND THE V-GUIDES

14 - 18
she could be my 

sister or cousin...

18 - 40
she should be my 

�girl�friend.

40 - 55
she could be my nice 

or daugther.
55+

she could be my 
granddaughter.

the v-guides are true role models for everyone. 
their unique personalities, entertaining adventures and sophisticated acting make them 

COMPATIBLE WITH ANY AGE AND INTEREST GROUP.
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

at least � episodes per state á �� - �� minutes
COVERAGE (ISSUES)

1� additional magazine reports per episode
AVARAGE RUNNING TIME (EPISODES) 

ADDITIONAL 
daily diaries: á � - 1� min. from begin of the production
weekly reviews & tutorials: ca. 1� - 1� min.
live streams: depending on occasion

VISUALIZATION (VIDEO STYLE MIX) 
◦ educational: sophisticated, profound tv-documentary
◦ story telling: exciting road-movie 
◦ eye-catching: stylish music video clip 
◦ entertaining: a personal talk-show
◦ authentic: social media channel 

VISUALIZATION (MAGAZINE) 
high-glossy, campaign & catalog, documentary, travel, art

VISUALIZATION (SOCIAL MEDIA) 
fresh, modern, funny, entertaining, eye-catching

CONTENT-SHARING
in order to spread teasers across target groups on 
many international platforms, the production includes 
footage and texts for advertising and media-partners 
from different industries. 
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

publication area: international�global

multiplicators 1: the v-guides will share the content in social 
media + partner media 

multiplicators 2: the content will be shared with ≈ ��� inter-
national partners of all industries �tourism, fashion, techno-
logy, lifestyle, sports, beauty...� and formats �print- & online, 
social media, tv� and long-termn streaming-partners*.

audience: the owd-audience expects outstanding contents, 
informatve, entertaining and authentic stories. the main in-
terests are: travel, culture, history, people, nature, lifestyle, 
entertainment, design, technology, mobility, art, wellness & 
health, beauty, sport, traditions, and more.

age-group: traditionally, the age-group is broad-ranging due 
to the wide scope of topics. the average age is: 1� to �0 years. 

time of production: ≈ 2 - � weeks per state 
team: ca. � - 1� persons

publication & promotion time: 
from the first day it starts with social media diaries. 
the episodes will be published ≈ � weeks after the production 
is completed, and from then in weekly intervals. 
every season will be promoted for � months actively and will 
then be available for an unlimited time in the media centers.

planned reach: > 1� million

production costs: see page ��

*we provide selected material to media partners free of charge. however, they are not obliged to publish the footage in general or at a specific time.
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PHOTO & FILM PRODUCTION everybody is involved in different tasks. the 
v-guides are also editors. furthermore, they take 
care of social media and the organization as well. 
everything is well-organized to keep the effort 

for all concerned as low as possible.

MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

V-GUIDE(S)

madeline

for one year, we have 
tested the newest video 
technology. thereby, we 
found a way to produce 
high-quality footage with less effort. 
so, it's possible to realize a documentary with 
only two people and less equipment. it will be 
unnecessary to close a street or place. 
of course, we will not disturb or endanger 
the public, but we will respect their privacy. 
besides, the post-production will be out-
sourced completely. 

greta & ines will overtake the leading roles 
the others will support them temporarily. 

the core team consists 
of two people who are 
responsible for the 

organization and admi-
nistration. temporarily, the v-guides will 
overtake these tasks. other task will be out-
sourced. if it becomes necessary, makeup and 
styling will be done by local artists. 

TEAM ONSITE
in general: � - � people
additional: 2 - � �temporarily, locals�

greta ines

betty louisemarco christopher

patricia

THE (ON-SITE) CORE TEAM
PERFECTLY MATCHED

https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
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MARCO KOKKOT CHRISTOPHER LEPS
over the past �� years, chris has had a unique 
adventure in the entertainment industry. his 
career started at the walt disney company 
in 1���. as a stuntman, he appeared in many 
live shows, including marvel’s x-men adven-
tures, disney’s indiana jones epic stunt spec-
tacular, and the wild wild wild west stunt 
show at universal studios. 
furthermore, he performed in 1�� tv epi-

sodes and over �� feature films, including buffy the vampire slayer, 2�, alias, 
csi, agents of s.h.i.e.l.d., the walking dead, the pirates of the caribbean saga, 
avatar, the adventures of tintin, and most recently, the disney+ series, the 
mandalorian.
chris has doubled for many of the top names in hollywood, such 
as casper van dien, kiefer sutherland, jeremy piven, colin far-
rell, ewan mcgregor, justin bartha, matt damon, and, last but 
not least, johnny depp. as member of sag-aftra, he is a screen 
actors guild award nominee and winner, in recognition of 
his performances in tv and film. 
as a filmmaker and storyteller, chris has written, produced, 
directed, and edited a variety of projects ranging from 
short-form content to marketing and promotional materials, 
to documentary and feature narratives. read more...

marco's career began �� years ago as a 
bassist and keyboard player. even after his 
active career, he stayed true to the stage. 
as a photographer and videographer, he 
shot countless concerts, including yello, 
dua lipa, tove lo, broods, nigel kennedy, 
imany, and depeche mode. 
after founding a model and event agency, 
marco produced many shootings and great 
shows during the fashion weeks. finally, he launched the valeur magazine in 
2�1�. in cooperation with many international top brands, marco published 
over �� extensive editions until 2�1�, including two star wars specials and an 
oscars special. 

besides, he interviewed stars like ryan reynolds, harrison ford, ryan 
gosling, robert downey jr., will smith, keanu reeves, brian cox, 

rosanna arquette, etc. due to the unique storytelling, the 
magazine met with great interest internationally. so, it laid 
the foundation stone for the one world discovery. 
in cooperation with companies like the grand hyatt, the 
museum of technology, the friedrichstadt-palast, and many 
others, marco presented the first pilot episodes to the public 

in 2�2�. during the pandemic, he intensively developed the con-
cept of the edutainment series, which is now officially starting.

REFERENCES
THE FILM TEAM
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THE MAGAZINE TITLES
UP TO 2020



VALEUR SPECIAL INDIA (2010) ����k�
LEST WE FORGET (2014)  �1.� m�
STEPPING FREE OF THE SNAGS IN THE SYSTEM (2015) ��.�m�
CREATE ONE WORLD (2015)  ��.2m�
FASHION WEEK SPECIAL (2016) ����.����
STAR WARS SPECIAL 2 (2017)  ����.����
THE 89TH OSCAR SPECIAL EDITION (2017) �1.�m�
FROM HOLY WATERS TO THE BLUE SEA (2017) ����k�
A BRIEF HISTORY OF LINGERIE (2018) ����k�
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THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ISSUES
OF THE MAGAZINE
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